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Introduc on 
The demand for climate models to be used for seamless predic on from a few days to mul -

decades is challenging the representa on of coupling between the components of the climate 
system. One example is the me scale interac ons between the fast-evolving modes of 
atmospheric variability and slowly-varying oceanic modes in the tropical Pacific. Climate 
variability in the tropical Pacific is dominated by two phenomena: El Niño – Southern Oscilla on 
(ENSO) on interannual (2 to 7 years) mescales and tropical oscilla ons on intraseasonal (20 to 
120 days) mescales. ENSO variability occurs primarily in the central and eastern tropical Pacific; 
sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the cold tongue region are warmed (cooled) during El Niño (La 
Niña) due to a deepening (shoaling) of the eastern tropical Pacific thermocline (Wang et al. 2017). 
During the boreal winter, the Madden – Julian Oscilla on (MJO) is the predominant tropical 
intraseasonal oscilla on (Zhang 2005). The MJO consists of an envelope of alterna ng enhanced 
and suppressed convec ve ac vity origina ng in the Indian Ocean and propaga ng eastward 
across the western Pacific. In the enhanced convec ve phase, winds converge at the surface and 
diverge at the top of the atmosphere. This wind pa ern is reversed in the suppressed convec ve 
phase. MJO convec ve ac vity results in anomalous westerly surface winds in the western Pacific 
(Hendon et al. 2007) driven by two cyclonic systems located to the north and south of equatorial 
convec on (Rui & Wang, 1990).  

Empirical evidence suggests the existence of a sporadic rela onship between MJO and ENSO 
(e.g. Slingo et al. 1999; Hendon et al. 1999; Kessler 2001), despite MJO being a component 
involved in some ENSO theories. ENSO is described as a self-sustained oscillatory mode for which 
atmospheric forcing provides the observed regularity and aperiodicity (Ba s  1988; Jin 1997, 
Kirtman 1997, Neelin et al. 1998; Suarez and Schopf 1988) and/or a damped process for which 
atmospheric forcing provides the trigger for each discrete event (Lau 1985; Flugel and Chang 
1996; Flugel et al. 2004; Kleeman and Moore 1997; Moore and Kleeman 1999a,b; Penland and 
Matrasova 1994; Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995; Thompson and Ba s  2000, 2001). 
Theore cal frameworks explaining and quan fying the observed MJO-ENSO rela onship are s ll 
emerging. The scarcity of theories can be a ributed to climate models’ deficiency in simula ng 
the MJO and a short record of high-resolu on spa al and temporal observa ons. The record 
length of observa ons is not enough to establish robust sta s cs of ENSO events linked to the 
MJO and ENSO events not linked to the MJO ac vity.   

Recently, Lybarger and Stan (2018, 2019) and Lybarger et al. (2020) developed an energe c 
framework that can be applied to quan fy the interac on between the MJO and ENSO, providing 
a coupled ocean-atmosphere perspec ve consistent with current ENSO theories. Using this 
framework, Lybarger and Stan (2019) showed that the rela ve phasing between the MJO and 
oceanic Kelvin wave ac vity is the most important factor governing the influence of MJO on ENSO. 
When in phase and collocated with oceanic Kelvin wave ac vity, MJO-associated westerly wind 
stress contributes to the amplifica on of preexis ng downwelling Kelvin waves, leading to earlier 
onset and greater strength of resul ng El Niño events. MJO contributes to the Bjerknes feedback 
through modula on of the upwelling by thermocline depth anomalies. The out-of-phase 
interac ons between MJO and oceanic Kelvin waves lead to the lack of influence of MJO onto 
some El Niño events and may be linked to the failure of El Niño ini a on. They show that the 
interac on between MJO ac vity and Kelvin wave ac vity is characterized by the MJO wind power 
measured by the co-variability of MJO-related wind stress and oceanic Kelvin wave ac vity.  
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The objec ve of the project was to adapt the MJO-ENSO diagnos c tool implemented in 
METplus based on observa ons to forecast data. Evalua on of the MJO-ENSO interac on in the 
NOAA UFS model is part of the research being conducted by Loren Doyle as part of her master’s 
thesis work.  
 
Datasets 

UFS prototypes (h ps://registry.opendata.aws/noaa-ufs-s2s/) provide the determinis c 
reforecast for April 2011 – March 2018. The reforecasts are ini alized on the first and fi eenth of 
each month (168 reforecasts for the en re period) and provide 6-hourly forecasts out to 35 days. 
The UFS model consists of an atmospheric component (FV3GFS), an oceanic component (GFDL 
MOM6 model, Adcro  et al. 2019), a sea-ice component (Los Alamos CICE6 model) with a tripolar 
0.25  global grid and a component for sea waves (WAVEWATCH III; WW3DG, 2019). The coupling 
of the wave model with the other components is through the Na onal Unified Opera onal 
Predic on Capability (NUOPC) component connector. The atmosphere, ocean, and sea-ice 
models are coupled via the Community Mediator for the Earth Predic on Systems (CMEPS). This 
is the first UFS prototype using CMEPS for performing custom coupling opera ons. FV3GFS uses 
the FV3 dynamical core on the cubed-sphere grid (Putman and Lin, 2007; Harris and Lin, 2013) 
and the Common Community Physics Package (CCPP) for physics parameteriza ons. The 
atmospheric component has a horizontal resolu on of ~0.250 (C384) and 64 levels in the ver cal. 
The horizontal resolu on of the ocean and sea-ice models is 0.250. 

The MJO-ENSO diagnos c requires five variables: sea surface temperature (SST), zonal and 
meridional components of the wind stress (𝜏 , 𝜏 ) and zonal and meridional components of the 
ocean surface currents (u, v) in the tropical Pacific domain (15 S – 15 N, 130 E – 85 W). A schema c 
of the analysis domain is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the land areas in the western Pacific Ocean 
(e.g. Philippines, Indonesia) are excluded from the calcula on.  

 

 
Figure 1 Tropical Pacific domain used in the calcula on of MJO-ENSO diagnos c.  

 
Methodology 

All variables required for the calcula on of MJO-ENSO diagnos cs need pre-processing steps 
that include computa on of daily anomalies defined as devia on from daily climatology across 
all years. Inges on of such large datasets is atypical for METplus and the pre-processing step was 
completed outside of the use case. If regridding of provided anomalies is necessary, the 
regridding can be completed in METplus.  

For UFS, each forecast experiment consis ng of 35 days is read in a loop over all years and the 
diagnos c is computed for each month. 

The use case consists of three code components: METcalcpy that contains the Python code 
calcula ng the diagnos c, METplotpy that contains Python code for plo ng, and METplus 
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wrappers that contains the driver of the calcula on, also wri en in Python, and the configura on 
script which can be customized to meet the user requirements.  

 
Results 

The MJO-ENSO diagnos c consists of two indices derived from the covariability between the 
MJO component of the wind stress, Kelvin wave ac vity in the ocean, and SST anomalies 
associated with El Niño, the MaKE and MaKI indices (Lybarger et al. 2020). The MaKE index is 
constructed as a predictor of El Niño events; a value of the index greater than -0.5 standard 
devia on indicates development of SST anomalies that are more likely to result in El Niño. The 
MaKI index is intended as a predictor of El Niño events influenced by the MJO ac vity; a value of 
the index smaller than -2 standard devia on indicates development of an El Niño event that is 
more likely to be influenced by the MJO ac vity.  These threshold values apply mostly to April 
condi ons.  

The reforecast period covered by UFS prototypes contains only one El Niño event, which took 
place in winter 2015/2016, and this event is predicted by the model. Comparison of the SST 
anomalies evolu on corresponding to this event (Fig. 3a) with the SST anomalies evolu on of El 
Niño events observed to interact (Fig. 2a) and not interact (Fig. 2b) with MJO ac vity suggest no 
interac on between the MJO ac vity and the El Niño event. As a result, the UFS reforecast is 
expected not to predict an El Niño event that is influenced by the MJO ac vity.  
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Figure 2 Composites of Hovmöller diagram of equatorially averaged (5S – 5N) SST anomalies for El Niño events which are most 
influenced by the MJO (a; 1997, 2006, and 2009) and El Niño events which are least influenced by the MJO (b; 1991, 1994, and 
2014). Units: oC 

For the El Niño event in 2015/2016, the UFS model accurately forecasts SST anomalies (Fig. 
3b) corresponding to an oceanic event that is not influenced by the MJO component of the 
wind stress.  

 
Figure 3 Hovmöller diagram of equatorially averaged (5S – 5N) SST anomalies for El Niño event in 2015/2016 forecasted by UFS 
(a) and CFS Reanalysis  CFSR (b).  

Accordingly, the MaKE and MaKI indices predict an El Niño event with the observed amplitude 
(Fig. 4a) and not being influenced by the westerly winds associated with the MJO ac vity (Fig. 
4b). 
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Figure 4 Time series of MaKE (a) and MaKI (b) indices based on CFSR (line) and UFS (bar). The dashed line denotes the index 
threshold (-0.5 sdt for MaKE) and (-2 std for MaKI). The red background shading marks the El Niño year.  

The magnitude of MaKI index is slightly higher than in reanalysis. This result suggests that MJO 
winds project too strongly onto the ocean state during ENSO events.  
 
Future Work 

The current code does not support calcula on of the MJO-ENSO indices for forecast data 
consis ng of mul ple ensemble members. The use case can be applied to the ensemble mean 
of the forecasts. Future developments will include calcula ons for individual ensemble 
members that can then be combined with some of the sta s cal tools available in METplus such 
as probability (e.g., HSS, ROC) and ensemble (Rank histogram) scores.  
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